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On the Color Centersof Iron in Amethvstand
SyntheticQuartz: A Reply
Ar-vrN J. CosnN
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Uniuersity oJ Piltsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsyluania 15260
The criticism of Lehmann (1975) in the preceding
paper as to the neglect of recent literature in the two
papers of Cohen and Hassan(1974)might have been
tempered if he had noticed that the manuscript was
receivedon January 10,1972.Indeed the paperswere
written during 1970and l97l with the authors in two
widely separatedcountries.The actual work was contemporaneous with an earlier paper published in
Science(Cohen and Hassan, 1970).I am happy, however, that our results support the work of Lehmann
a n d B a m b a u e r( 1 9 7 3 ) .
It might be mentioned here that my published
work on color centersin smoky or amethyst quartz
consists of some fifteen papers dating from 1954, the
flrst paper on amethyst being in 1956. Lehmann's
papers until now have neglected to reference any of
this work, even though all but four of the papers are
prior to his publishing in this field of research.
In answer to Lehmann's specific criticisms (the
numbers refer to Lehmann's):
(l) "The intenseband at about 5.6 eV" is not a simple band but consistsof a complex band found only
in rhombohedral growth in both natural and synthetic quartz. On the side of caution in our assignment of Fe3+to a given site, we stated "that Fe3+ion
preferentially enters the a-quartz structure in the
positive rhombohedral growth regionsand mainly interstitially (in a distorted octahedral environment)."
The production of small brown microscopicparticles
on heating at 500'C strengthensthe conclusion that
the iron is interstitial and not substitutional (Cohen
and Hassan, 1974).
(2) Lehmann usesthe words "merely suggests" for
our heading "Probable Nature of Center" in Table 2
(Cohen and Hassan, 1974).The term "probable" according to Webster: "Supported by evidencestrong
enough to establish presumption, but not proof".
Thus we are again more cautious than Lehmann who
statesthat the spectrum proves that Fe'z+occupies an
interstitial site. If the Fe2+ is indeed proven to be in
an interstitial site, then the B(5.6eV)bands are indeed
due to interstitial Fe3+ as this interstitial Fe2+ band

growsuponthe fadingof the0 bandsasmentionedin
the aforementionedTable 2. However,if Lehmann
considersthe Fe8+to be so labilein the quartzstructure that it can switch from substitutionalto interstitial sites and precipitateon heating at 500"C,
then it is difficult for us to havea meaningfuldiscuswould be
sion.If thisweretrue thencationvacancies
producedin quartz at relativelylow temperature.
This is counterto the evidencefound for Al3+ in the
substitutionalsite(Cohen,1960).The substitutional
Al3+ color centercan be regenerated
evenafter heating the quartzthrough the q-0 transition and then
cooling,only the interstitialAl3+ in the quartz being
precipitatedin the process.
(3) Lehmann bases interstitial tetrahedral symmetry of Fe3+on the absenceof ligand field bands
in the infrared region. Thesewould be difficult to
detect with the total iron content at 120 ppm or
below (Lehmann,l97l) as shown in his analyses.
Total iron in our sampleswere all well below 100
ppm/wt. Lehmannstates"that theseband positions
coordinationof
wouldbe compatiblewith octahedral
thision, but thispossibilityhasalreadybeenexcluded
by the absenceof ligand field bandsin the red part of
the spectrum."
(4) For Lehmann'smodelto be correct,one must
acceptthat holescannot be stablenear trace iron,
the stabilityof
thus Fe3+* hole- Fen+.Considering
the Fe3+half-filled3d shelland the unstablenatureof
the 3X state, it is hard to acceptthat Fe3+cannot
have a stablehole on an adjoining oxygenwhereas
Al3+ can. However,it shouldbe noted that, in the
of most othertransitionion impurity,Mn3+
absence
(3t) can exist in spodumene(Cohenand Anania, in
preparation)so it may be that trace Fen+existsin
qvartz.If this is the case,it would not be reasonable
to accept the presenceof Fe'+ bands in the Fe2+
region of the spectrum.The Fea+is similar to the
model for the 54504 (d, 18,350cm-')band (Schlethat this
singerand Cohen,1966),and it is suggested
band would more likely be related to Fea+than a
region.
band in the Fe2+spin-allowed
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(5) The major disagreement
with Lehmannconcerns the conclusionsof Barry, McNamara, and
Moore (1965).The presentauthorsfeelthat the precipitation of FezOgon heatingamethystis proof of
interstitialFe3+,not migrationof the pinnedsubstitutional Fe8+at temperaturesnear 600"C. The migration of Fe8+from substitutionalsitesat temperatures
500-600"Cis not only "highly surprising" as Lehmann statesbut also unbelievable.
Lehmann offers no proof for his statementthat
"brown particlesof FerOsare formed from substitutional Fes+, not from interstitial ions as postulated by Cohen and Hassan,in amethyst."The
thermalequilibriumfound near600"C(500"Cin our
experiments)
could bestbe explainedby movementof
interstitialions relatedto the color centers,not substitutionalones.This requiresno disruptionof the
-50 percentcovalentFe-O bondsbut merelymigration of cationsin the voids.
In conclusionit has been my experiencethat the
only way to preciselyrelate electronparamagnetic
resonancespectrato absorptionspectrais to make
both measurements
simdltaneously
on the samesample following short bursts of ionizing radiation to
study growth of bands before possibleconsecutive
reactionscan take placeto confusethe picture.A plot
of the two types of absorption uersuseach other
allowsone to relatethe paramagnetic
resonance
band
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to the related optical absorptionband. Unlessone
usesthis method it is difficult to relatea given color
centerbandto the specificmodeldeterminedby Een.
In order not to delay the reply to the criticism of
Lehmann,I havewritten this reply without consultation with my co-author,F. Hassan.
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